
Sydney International Storytelling Conference June 1-3 2018

WORKSHOPS

SATURDAY 2nd June
1a) The Object of the Story - David Novak 
1b) Telling With Intention: A Practical Workshop on Storytelling Technique - Donna Washington
1c) Arirang and Stories - Five Tips that help you when you tell Korean Stories -Seung Ah Kim 
1d) The Body of Story. -   Johanna de Ruyter

2a) Your Story. Your Business. Your Brand - Lisa Evans 
2b) Storytelling the Paleo Way - Bettina Nissen and Jackie Kerin 
2c) Creating and Telling Australian Fairy Tales - Jo Henwood 
2d) “There is no one alive you’er than you” - John Hockney 

SUNDAY 3rd June
3a) Light Variations:  Stories to Build a Library of Empathy - Lyn Ford 
3b) Prop Magic - Storytelling Fun with Low Cost Materials- Kiran Shah 
3c) The Community Storyteller  – Drawing the Community Together through Story. - Karen Pillsworth 
3d) Sacred Lore to Short Fiction  - Travis De Vries

4a) Crafting Educationally and Age Appropriate Stories for School Audiences - Donna Washington 
4b) Waltzing Matilda: The stories, poetry and character of the Aussie Bush Battler  - Warren (Arch) Bishop
4c) Board Games Meet Storytelling - Viv McWaters
4d) The Radiant Coat - Capturing the Important Stories at the End of Life (or any other time) - Megan Pascoe 

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS

1a) The Object of the Story - David Novak
Storytellers animate stories in the true sense of the word ‘animate’: to give life to. Our living voice, our living 
gestures and our living thoughts all contribute to our animation of stories. In addition, simple objects can help  aid 
memory and bring stories to life. This workshop will emphasise creative uses of objects and creative invention of 
stories. Suitable for all levels of experience, this workshop presents numerous original activities developed to 
improve the storyteller’s creative process and performance.

1b) Telling With Intention: A Practical Workshop on Storytelling Technique - Donna Washington
Building Characters in a story is important. How do you bring them to life? How do you show who is speaking. 
What can you do to help your audience fully immerse in a character? This workshop is for anyone who is new to 
the art, still getting their work together, interested in working on crafting a specific story, wants to wallow in some 
fun technique, and anyone looking for a process that will help them approach any kind of material…even difficult 
material. It will work whether you are doing personal narrative or folklore.

1c)  Arirang and Stories - Five Tips that help you when you tell Korean Stories - Seung Ah Kim
Learn Korean identity through Arirang! Arirang is the most representative and famous Korean folk song and it has 
many stories behind it.  It is not only the Korean heritage but also inscribed in the WORLD HERITAGE proclaimed 
by UNESCO (UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage in 2012. Through this workshop you will learn about the spirit 
of Arirang and its history. Also you will learn the song and the meaning of the lyrics and its stories.

1d) The Body of Story. -   Johanna de Ruyter 
Stories move us, and they move through us in ways we are not conscious to or at least not generally listening to. 
The body is another teller of your story and sometimes it can unintentionally tell a whole other story. What happens 
to the story when we let our bodies tell their own story? By focusing on the body as a storyteller, we enable another 
understanding of story to be revealed and to emerge outside of our logic (logos - words). Our bodies are imprinted 
by stories and long for their moment to speak and in this workshop, we will listen to the Body of Story.



2a)  Your Story. Your Business. Your Brand - Lisa Evans
A well-crafted story can make a point, teach a lesson, and sell a product or service.  More importantly, a story will 
sell you. In todays competitive and noisy world it is so important to make a good first impression every time you 
step up to speak. There are plenty of bland and boring presenters and you don’t want to be one of them. Learn to 
captivate, engage inspire and influence those in your audience through the power of the good story well told.

2b)  Storytelling the Paleo Way - Bettina Nissen and Jackie Kerin
When did you last refresh your menu of tales and techniques? Is it time to review the diet of stories and ideas that 
once served you well but now carry ingredients that have passed their use-by date? Have you found time, in your 
busy schedule, to wrestle with contemporary notions of cultural respect and inclusivity? Sometimes we need a non-
judgemental space to focus on sorting through our story cupboard and be affirmed that change is to be embraced. 
This workshop is part demonstration, part doing and part discussion. To nourish others, we need to take time to 
nourish ourselves.

2c) Creating and Telling Australian Fairy Tales - Jo Henwood
Is there such a thing as an Australian fairy tale? To decide, we must first answer What is a fairy tale? and What is 
Australian?  If there are five hundred versions of Cinderella, why shouldn’t any be Australian? But an Australian 
interpretation of Goldilocks needs to be more than simply substituting koalas for bears. We need to look at core 
meanings – psychological, historical, literary – and possible interpretations through eg. feminist, queer, 
disabled, class and cultural perspectives, to connect them with an authentically Australian experience.These fairy 
tales we create can communicate, recognisably and distinctively, with multicultural audiences here and overseas.

2d)  There is no one alive you’er than you. - John Hockney
Dr Seuss’s famous quote opens up a whole world of stories. Personal stories about your Life. Each participant is 
required to bring a photo or trinket that is precious to them. John will share some stories acquired over his years of 
working with local communities, mental health and oral history. The essence of the workshop is to help participants 
understand the narratives they could share as story. The interactive workshop will explore areas of sensitivity and 
feelings associated with personal story and how every story has to be entertaining as well as informative.

SUNDAY 3rd June

3a)  Light Variations:  Stories to Build a Library of Empathy - Lyn Ford
In ancient times, the gifts of storytelling did not end when the storyteller stopped speaking.  Stories prompted 
critical and creative thinking, reflection and discussion, effective communication and community-building, and the 
reinforcement of social values.  These gifts of storytelling are a treasure for our times, for they have never lost their 
power.  Gather a few stories from your facilitator; reflect on them and discuss them; find your own ways to share 
them.  After this session, participants will be able to: 1. Acquire some new stories  2. Recognise the difference 
between moralising and mentoring through storytelling, 3 Evaluate their own presentations for "value-added" 
possibilities.

3b) Prop Magic -storytelling fun with low cost materials- Kiran Shah
What can you do with a piece of paper, some string, a pen and paper and common objects? Create stories, of 
course! Come to this workshop to play and have fun while learning some creative ways to tell stories. These 
activities can be used anywhere, anytime by anyone!

3c)  The Community Storyteller  – Drawing the Community Together through Story.  Karen Pillsworth
Can storytelling make an impact in community development and cohesion? In this workshop we will explore stories 
and ideas to broaden outreach in our communities that allow storytelling to be used in healing, education, and 
celebration. What are the stories that can engage educational institutions, government, museums and historic sites, 
community organizations, libraries, churches, senior centers, and arts societies. Working in pairs and groups, 
participants share a range of stories that can be used in different contexts and form their own working document for 
implementation of ideas in their local community and individual storytelling projects.

3d) Sacred Lore to Short Fiction  - Travis De Vries
Many of us find the stories of Australia's Indigenous cultures fascinating, as we do the old stories from all cultures 
across the world. From gods of creation, demons of powerful evil to the sacred rites of death each old story 
magically represent an important part of everyday human life. How do we use these respectfully to create 
something new? In this workshop Travis shares his techniques to examine the key components of old stories, 
breaking down cultural tales to their raw storytelling elements to then reform them into original contemporary 
stories that will thrill and delight.

4a). Crafting Educationally and Age Appropriate Stories for School Audiences - Donna Washington
You would never consider reading the same book to persons of five and fifteen and expect the same reaction. 
Different subjects and presentation styles hit different groups in different ways. Knowing those differences helps 
storytellers craft effective stories. In this interactive workshop, we will quantify, clarify, and craft the kinds of story 
techniques that most appeal to different kinds of audiences.



4b) Waltzing Matilda: The stories, poetry and character of the Aussie Bush Battler  - Warren (Arch) Bishop
Join old swagman Arch Bishop round the campfire, cook Aussie damper (Bushman’s bread) and share some Billy 
tea, the traditional fare of the bush folk while enjoying bush poetry and Aussie yarns.  Explore the folk soul of the 
Aussie bush battler through story and poetry; the laconic humour, irreverence & anti-authoritarian values, the sense 
of loyalty & mateship, the distinctive language & style of the bush.  Discover why a song about a man stealing a 
sheep, caught the imagination of a nation and became Australia’s unofficial anthem.

4c)  Board Games Meet Storytelling - Viv McWaters
If your experience of board games is limited to Monopoly and Scrabble, you’re in for a surprise. Board games have 
come of age and there’s now a vast array, some that are even co-operative. The principles behind board game 
design are illuminating and useful for anyone who works with groups of people. We will use a range of board 
games that use storytelling as their core mechanic to explore ways that groups can craft and share stories.

4d) The Radiant Coat – Capturing the Important stories at the end of life (or any other time) - Megan Pascoe
“...when an old person dies, a whole library disappears.” Simone Schwartz-Bart. Yes, the greatest legacy we can 
leave are our stories. Whether you are writing memoirs, assisting another at the end of life, or the newly bereaved, 
this workshop will give you tools to facilitate the collecting of the important stories that define a person. These are 
not always the bigger than Ben Hur type stories, but the simple, authentic, life changing stories. Join this highly 
interactive workshop and tap into your own defining stories while learning how to assist others.

Posters

• KAYEMO: Amplifying the Voices of Marginalised Groups through Storytelling 
       -  Rebecca Ebenezer-Abiola - Nigeria
• “There’s always fish” : Children’s Active Listening to Storytelling - Dr Julie Mundy-Taylor - NSW
• We Learn to Talk by being in Conversation - Building Community Capacity through Early Literacy. 
       - Bettina Nissen - Queensland
• Australian Fairy Tale Society - Jo Henwood - NSW
• Where do our Soli Stories come from? - Dorothy Makasa -   Zambia/NSW
•  Live Storytelling &  Amplification (Lessons learned from running a monthly event for adults) 
       -  Jesse Williamson WA
• Goblin’s Gold - The tale of a lifelong quest and it’s meaning for the thrivability for all living things. 
         - Liz Locksley  NSW
• Unspoken Words: By Storytellers, for Storytellers - Emma Rose Smith, Gabrielle Journey Jones, Wilfred 

Roach. NSW
• Tall Tales and Tiny Tales - Jill Webster NSW


